1. International Conference entitled “Environment and Art”, Athens, January 2005
2. Scientific Symposium entitled: “Great moments of Physics during the last decade”, Halkida, March 2005
6. Physics in Ancient Greece and Hellenistic Technology. Organized jointly by the Hellenic Physical Society, the Technical Museum and the University of Athens.
7. Physics and the Preservation of Cultural Heritage. Organized by the Hellenic Physical Society, the Physics Department of the Univ. of Crete and the Physics Department of AUTH.
8. Physics and the Environment. Organized jointly by HPS, the Academy of Athens and the Laboratories of Climatology and Meteorology of the Univ. of Athens.
9. Independent Lectures on physics in every day life, as well as on applications Industry and to the benefit of the Society.
10. The Greek Association of Physics Students (G.A.P.S) organized the project Albert Einstein. The main goal of this project is the popularization and distribution of Physics in the wide public. This project contains lectures in schools and universities all over the Greece where we will present the most important moments of Physics, make physicists and their work better understood, and to convey the excitement of real scientific research. Furthermore we will organize seminars about astronomy and astronomy nights where one could learn and practise in the basics of astronomy and physics experiments with scientific experiments. In addition we intend to publish a monthly magazine where we will present important physics theories and the biographies of famous scientists. The climax of our activities will be the Physics Day when we will invite famous Greek scientists in order to present their work in Physics to the Greek public.
11. Seminar “Neutrino and Astrophysics”, Prof. G. Gounaris (AUTH), 30/3/05.
13. “Open Doors” two-day event, 30/9-1/10/2005, during which dozens of school classes and the general public visited all of the research and teaching laboratories of the Department of Physics. In parallel, an open discussion about “Physics Jobs in the 21st Century” was organized, during which a one-hour movie with this theme was shown (an internal production of the Department of Physics made specially for the World Year of Physics).
15. Main Celebration Event of the World Year of Physics, in which Prof. Gerard H?ft (U. of Utrecht), Nobel Prize Winner of 1999, presented a public lecture “Spacetime, Particles and Forces, 100 Years After Einstein”. The lecture was attended by more than 800 people in the main lecture hall of the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki on 11/10/05.


17. Seminar: “Quantum Mechanics is...Here”, S. Trachanas (Foundation Research and Technology - Hellas), 29/11/05.

18. Two-day Workshop: “Research in the Physics Department” with presentations by all research groups in the Department, 6-7/12/05.


20. Workshop: “Physics and Technology: Greece 2005-2015”, with participation of Heads of other Physics Departments in Greece, of the research center “Dimokritos”, of the National Observatory in Athens, the General Secretary of Research and Technology, representatives of the National Council on Research and Technology, of the Union of Hellenic Physicists and representatives of private enterprises, 9/12/05.


22. Workshop: “Cosmology and Gravitational Physics”, international scientific workshop on new developments in Relativistic Cosmology and Gravity, with participation of invited speakers and speakers from AUTh, 15-16/12/05.

